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Abstract 
Linear semi-stationary processes which are very close to the mixingales considered by 
McLeish (1975, 1977) are introduced. For these processes an invariance principle is obtained 
with conditions both simpler and weaker than those retained by McLeish for the mixingales. 
Furthermore, a particular class of sequences of linear processes called quasi-stationary that 
gives a framework well-adapted for asymptotic theory of ARMA processes i also considered. 
For these quasi-stationary sequences, an invariance principle is also obtained and applied to 
ARMA processes. The results are compared to those obtained by Phillips and Solo (1992) who 
used the martingale approximating technique introduced by Gordin (1969). 
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O. Introduction 
Several works in the literature are devoted to extending central limit theorems and 
invariance principles obtained for martingales to other processes. Gordin (1969) then 
Scott (1973) (see also Hall and Heyde (1980)) considered strictly stationary and 
ergodic processes ~i and used an approximation technique by martingales to obtain 
a central limit theorem for the ¢i's. Gordin's result was extended to a general 
stationary process by Eagleson (1975). But the condition for the central limit theorem 
in Gordin (1969) and in Eagleson (1975) is difficult o check (see Hall and Heyde (1980, 
p. 130)). In Truong-van and Larramendy (1992), we also used a similar martingale 
approximation technique to obtain asymptotic laws for the mean squares estimators 
of the autoregressive parameters of unstable ARMA processes. 
Phillips and Solo (1992) considered particular linear stationary processes (~i, i ~ 7/) 
oo 
of the form ~i = Y~j=o2~el-j with the e/s being either independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) real random variables or a martingale difference sequence and where 
the 2/s are some sequence of reals. They showed that most asymptotic results on the 
sample mean and on the sample covariances of the ~'s can be proved by using 
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a martingale approximation approach entirely similar to that in Gordin (1969) and in 
Scott (1973). Despite its advantages, this method has shortcomings: First, it only 
yields asymptotic results on the ~[s from the corresponding martingale results but it is 
not a concept sufficiently general for synthesizing several asymptotic results on the 
(:s. Thus, in Phillips and Solo (1992), asymptotic results, in particular invariance 
principles for the sample mean and for the sample covariances of the ¢i's, require 
different proofs. This shortcoming can be avoided by taking the approach we propose 
herein. On the other hand, for sums of the form Y~7= 1~i, martingale approximating 
1" n technique iswell suited, but when sums ike 5~ = 1 ~n, ~ ¢~ are to be considered, where the 
~n.[s are some triangular array of reals, this technique leads to complex calculations 
(see e.g. Truong-van and Larramendy (1992)) since the remaining term from the 
martingale approximation can no more cancel simply. 
Instead of approximating by martingales, McLeish (1975, 1977) showed another 
very interesting approach when introducing mixingales and extending Doob's in- 
equality and an invariance principle to mixingales. However, as it will be shown, the 
mixingales and the conditions in McLeish's invariance principle are inadequate for 
obtaining asymptotic results for ARMA processes. 
Thus, we propose herein a class of linear processes, slightly different from 
mixingales, called linear semi-stationary processes (LSSP) and show that they 
provide a well-adapted tool for limit theory of ARMA processes. Following an 
approach similar to that in McLeish (1975, 1977), we obtain invariance principles for 
LSSP with simpler and weaker conditions than those considered by McLeish for 
mixingales. 
1. Some preliminaries 
Consider a double sequence (¢,,~;n e T, i~ In)  of real random variables (r.v.) in 
Lz(t2, ~ ,  P) equipped with a double sequence (~,,j; n ~ T , j  ~ Z) of a-subalgebras in 
~,  where T is a subset of non-negative integers and In is a subset in 7/. 7/denotes the 
set of all integers, (t2, ~ ,  P) is a probability space and for any p > 0, Lr(f2, ~ ,  P) is the 
usual space of r.v. X on (t2, ~ ,  P) such that E IX I  p < ~.  
Since for any n and i, ~n,~ is in L2(f2, ~ ,  P), its innovations un,~,j at each time i + j  
can be defined by un, i,~ = E,,i+j(~n. i) - En, i+j- 1 (~n, i), if for each n, ~n,j is increasing 
with j, where E.,k denotes the conditional expectation relative to ~n,k. If the partial 
sums ~ _.  ~j ~ pUn,~,j converge in some sense to (n,~ as m and p tend to infinity, we shall 
say that the ¢., :s are a sequence of linear processes. In view of the applications to be 
considered, we restrict ourselves to some sequences of linear processes that are now 
defined. 
Definition 1. The pair (~.,~,:,.j) is called a semi-stationary sequence of linear pro- 
cesses if it has the following properties: 
(i) For each n ~ T, ( : . , j ;  j e 7/) is a filtration, i.e. 
:~,j ~ ~,~,j+ I c ~-. (I.I) 
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(ii) For each n ~ T, i ~ I., the series r,j~z u.,i,j converges in L2(g2, ~,  P) to ~.,~, in 
notation 
~.,i = ~, u.,i,j. (1.2) 
j aZ  
(iii) For n • T, i e T., j ~ 7/there are two reals ~.,¢, Vj with Vj i> 0 such that 
~,~ Vj. (1.3) 
The notion of semi-stationary sequences of linear processes could be extended to 
Lfvalued processes for any p/> 1 while replacing L2 by L,. 
In the above definition, we have in fact synthesized two adjacent notions: First, if we 
take T = {0} and To -- ?7, then the ~o,i's are reduced to the sequence (~ = ~o,~, i s 7/) 
and this will be called a linear semi-stationary process (LSSP). If instead of condition 
(1.3), the ~'s satisfy the following stronger condition: for any integers i and j, there are 
two reals ~ and Vj with Vj > 0 such that ]l u~,j [I ~ = ~ V j, then it will be called a linear 
stationary process (LSP), where u~,j denotes Uo,~j. 
On the other hand, if T = {1,2,... } and I. = {1,...,k.} with k. increasing to 
infinity with n, then the ~.,~'s are a semi-stationary array of linear processes (SSLP). In 
most applications, the ~.,~'s are of the form ¢.,~ = ~.,i~ where the a.,~'s are some 
triangular array of reals with k. = n and (~i, i e 2e) is a LSP. 
So in the following, we shall restrict ourselves to the case of SSLP with k. = n. 
Remark 1. (i) Since for any n/> 1 and i ~< n, (u.,ij, ~., j ;  j • Z) is a martingale 
difference sequence (m.d.s.), it follows from (1.2) that Y~j~z Ilu.,i,jll~ < ~ where II " 112 
denotes the L2 (f2, ~-, P)-norm. From the last relation and the martingale convergence 
theorem, equality (1.2) holds both in the L2(I2, ~-, P)-norm and almost surely. In most 
applications, for each n and i, a m.d.s. (u.,ij, ~-.,j; j • Z) is given and the ~,.i's are 
defined via relation (1.2). From (1.2), obviously we have for each n, i and j 
u.,~,j = E.,~+j(~..~) - E.,~+j_ 1(~.,~) so that a SSLP is in general given in terms of its 
innovations via the representation (1.2). 
(ii) The concept of semi-stationarity n Definition 1 corresponds in fact to two 
properties: First, for any n, the filtration associated with each ~.,~ is obtained from the 
same filtration (~. j , j  • Z) by a shift with the step i. The second property is condition 
(1.3) which means that for any n, i and j, there is a scaling factor a.,~ such that the 
2 variance of the innovation u.,~,j after renorming by ~.,~ is bounded by a number 
dependent only on j. 
We now discuss ome connexions with mixingales. We recall from McLeish (1975, 
1977) that a triangular array (~..i, ~-~j; n ~> 1, i ~< n, j • 7/) is a (non-stationary) 
mixingale if condition (1.1) holds and if there exist two sequences (a..i) and (Ok) of 
positive reals such that Ok converges to 0 as k tends to infinity and for any integers n, 
i and m with n/> 1, i ~< n 
IIr~,i,m 112 ~< ~.,iOt,~l (1.4) 
where r.,i,m+ 1 = ~.,i - E.,i+,.(~.,i) if m/> 0 and r.,i,,. = E . , i+ . , (~ . , i )  if m ~< 0. 
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The mixing condition (1.4) implies both relations (1.2) and (1.3). Indeed, condition 
(1.4) obviously implies (1.2) which in its turn implies that r,, i,m = ~j < ,. U,, ~.j if m ~< 0 
and r,,i,,, = ~j>~mu.,i,g i fm/> 1. Hence for any n, i and j, Ilu.,i,i ll2 ~< IIr..i, jll2, since 
2 2 and (u,. i , j ,~,, i ; j  • 7/) is a m.d.s. Thus from (1.4), condition (1.3) holds with ~.,i = a,,~ 
Vj = 0ljl 2. 
Conversely, a SSLP satisfying the additional condition ~i~z V~ < ~ is a mixin- 
gale. It suffices to take 02 = max(~j~< -m Vj, Y~>~,, Vj) for any integer n >i 0. Then, 
Om decreases to zero as m ~ ~ and condition (1.4) holds. These results can be stated 
as follows. 
Proposition 1. A mixingale is a particular SSLP  and conversely, a SSLP such that 
~j~z Vj < oo is a mixingale. 
In order to obtain invariance principles for SSLP or for mixingales, additional 
conditions are required. McLeish's approach and ours differ from the choice of the 
additional assumptions, mainly from the choice of the convergence rate of the series of 
innovations. In McLeish (1975, 1977) the convergence rate is carried on the sequence 
(Ore, m >/0), hence on the remainders r.,~,m. This leads to conditions unapplicable to 
ARMA processes. We show that it is more judicious to consider additional conditions 
directly on the innovations and on the convergence rate of the sequence (V j , j  • 7/). 
Thus, in Theorems 1and 2, we obtain invariance principles for SSLP with simpler and 
weaker conditions than those in McLeish (1975, 1977). Furthermore, the conditions in 
Theorems 1and 2 can be easily applied to ARMA processes, as it will be illustrated in 
the following examples. 
From now on, we are given a SSLP ~.,i and for any n ~> 1 and t • [0, 1], we define 
n Sn = ~=1 ~.,i and W,(t) = St., 1 where [x] denotes the integer part of a real x. The 
weak convergence of the sequence (IV., n ~> 1) towards a Brownian motion W is 
always meant for the convergence over the space D = D([0, 1]) of real functions 
right-continuous and having left-hand side limits, equipped with the J ,  Skorokhod 
topology. 
Example 1. For any i • Z, let 
~i = ~ 2j~+j, (1.5) 
j~Z 
where (2j,j • Z) is a sequence of reals such that 3~j~z 2f < ~ and (ej, ~ j ; j  • Z) is 
a m.d.s. If there is a real a > 0 such that for any j 
Ej_I(~ 2) = a 2 a.s. (1.6) 
and if ~,,i = ~.,i ~ where {~,.~; n/> 1, i ~< n} is a triangular array of reals then the ~,.i's 
are obviously a SSLP. 
In particular, assume that 2j = 0 for j < 0 and ~ [2j[ < ~.  Let (Z~, i ~> 1) be an 
unstable ARMA process defined by the equation U(B)Zi  = ~i where U(B) is 
either ( I -  B) or (I + B) or ( I -  2 cos OB + B 2) with 0 in ( -  ~, n). If ~.,~ = 
n-1 /Zcos(n - i )o~ with co•[ -~,~z]  then invariance principles for the Z~'s are 
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entirely based on the weak convergence of(W~, n >/1) (for more details see Chan and 
Wei (1988) or Truong-van and Larramendy (1992)). 
Example 2. Let (yi, i ~ Z) and (z~,i ~ 7/) be two regular LSP, that is for any i e 7/ 
Yi = ~ f l je i - j  and zi = ~ tYj~i- j  (1.7) 
j>.o j>~o 
with ~j ~> 0f12 < ~ and ~j ~> 0 ~f  < o~ and where (ej, ~ j ; j  ~ 7/) is a m.d.s, satisfying 
condition (1.6). 
Define ~.,i(z) = n-~/2~i(z) for some integer z >1 0, with 
~i(z) = yi zi-~ - I~(z), i ~ Z and #(z) = E(y i  zi-~) = a2~;  >~ fir ~J-~. 
It can be noted that the ~(z)'s are a regular process in the sense that for j  t> 1 the 
innovations of ~i(z) at time i + j are null. Thus, for regular processes, we shall take the 
convention to denote their innovations at time i - j  as u~,j instead of ui. -~ whenj/> 0. 
If there is some finite positive constant K 2 such that for any j /> 0 
E{(e2 _ ¢2)2} = K2a4 (1.8) 
then from Lemma 1 below the ¢~(z)'s are a LSSP; hence the ¢.,~(z)'s are a SSLP. 
Indeed, it suffices to replace ~ by ~uj(z) and p by #(z) in Lemma 1 since the zi_~'s can 
be written as zi-~ = ~,j >~ o ~i(z)e i - J  with ~/'j(z) = ~j_~ ifj ~> z and ~j(z) = 0 otherwise. 
Example 2 has several applications in limit theory of ARMA processes. 
For instance, if Y~j~>o Ifljl < ov and if (zi, i¢Z)  is a regular stationary ARMA 
(p, ~)  defined by the equation tp(B) zi = y~, i ~ Z, where the zeroes of the polynomial 
tp(B) = I + ¢Pl B + ... + ¢ppB p have their modulus greater than one, then the z~'s 
have the representation (1.7) with ~uj = ~=o Vj-kflk for j >~ 0 and ~j>~ol ~j[ < 
where the Vk'S are the solution of the equation tp(B) Vk = 0 with the initial conditions 
vo=l  andvm=0form<0.  
The limit law of the least squares estimators for the parameters tp~ rests upon the 
weak convergence of the sequences (Wn,~, n/> 1) where W,.~(t) = ~ti~l 1 ~.,i(z) for 
n/> 1 and t e [0, 1]. (For more details see Truong-van and Larramendy (1992)). 
Another application of the example is the following. For any i, we take yi = z~. Then 
W,,~(t) = n 1/2 {Rt.tl(z ) - #(z)} where the Rt~,l(z ) = n- 1 vt.,l ~i= ~ z~zi-~ are a version of the 
sample autocovariance function of the z~ process (see Hall and Heyde (1980, Ch. 6)). 
Thus, an invariance principle for R t.,l (z) is immediately deduced from the convergence 
of the sequence (W .... n ~> 1). 
Lemma 1. (i) Let  ¢i = YiZi  - I A, i E 7/ and p = E(y iz i )  = ~r2Zj~> o f l j~ j  where Yi and 
zi are defined in (1.7). For j >~ O, denote the innovations of  ¢i at time i - j  by ui,j instead 
of ui, - j .  I f  conditions (1.6) and (1.8) hold then (~i, i ~ Z) is a LSSP  and for  j >~ O, its 
innovations at time i - j  can be expressed as 
ui,i = fls~IJ~(e2-s- er 2) + e , - j{ f l sE i - j -x (z i )  + ~t~jEi-j l(Yl)} (1.9) 
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or  
Ui,j = ~ ~j,h(F,i-jF, i - j -h  - 0"2(~0,h) (1.10) 
h~>O 
with JI ui,j II 2 <~ a4 ~j and bk,h is Kronecker's symbol and 
17j ~< K22.~,o + ~, 2j2,, + 2(K2 - 1) Z [).j, o2i, hl (1.11) 
h~>l h~>l 
)q.h = fl j~j if h = 0 and 2j, h "= flj+h ~gj + flj ~j+h otherwise. 
(ii) I f  in addition for each j, 
Ej_ ,(e~) = E(e 3) a.s. (1.12) 
then for any integers i, j, k and l with j >>- O, l >1 0 and h = l - j >t 0 
E(ui , jUk, l) ---- Vj, j+ h 6 i _ j , k_  l (1.13) 
where for any h >1 0 
Vj, j+h = ag(K2).j,o~q+h,O + ~ ~.i.~2j+h.l). (1.14) 
l>~l 
For the convenience of the reader, all the proofs are given in Section 4. 
Remark 2. If (zi, i ~ ~) is a regular stationary AR(p) process and each yl is reduced to 
ei, then the ~i(1)'s are a m.d.s. So, asymptotic results on AR(p) processes can be derived 
from the martingale theory. But, if the zi's are an ARMA(p, q) process with q # 0, the 
~'s are no more a m.d.s. Therefore, concepts extending the martingales like LSSP or 
mixingales are needed for the ARMA case. 
2. Invariance principles for SSLP 
Theorem 1. Let ((n,i, :n. j ;  n >/ 1, i ~ n, j E ~_) be a SSLP  with innovations Un, i,j. 
(i) I f  the following assumptions hold 
v)/2 < (HI) 
j~z 
2 = O(I), (H2) 
i=1 
{(u#,i,j/ct~,i) 2, n >~ 1, i <~ n,j ~ Z) uniformly integrable (H3) 
then the sequence (Wn, n >1 1) is tight in the uniform topology on D. 
(ii) I f  in addition for any 0 <. z < s < t <. 1 
EEn,,~]([n,] )2 s) ~,i - ( t -  -~0 asn-~ (H4) 
i = [ns] 
then (W,,, n/> l) converges weakly over D to a standard Brownian motion as n tends to 
infinity. 
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Remark 3. From both relations (4.4) and (4.9), Theorem 1 is also valid if assumption 
(H4) is replaced by 
E E.,t.~l i ( [nz  - -  (t - s) ~ 0 as n -~ go (2.1) 
i 
where 
u.,~([n~]) = ~.,~- E.,t..l(~.,3. (2.2) 
) 
Proposition 2. For j >1 0 let 0 2 = max{y~=<_ _~ V,,, Y~.,>~ j Vm ~. I f  
j~l (m~=oO~n2) -1/2< oO 
then condition (HI) holds. 
(H1.2) 
Corollary 1. (i) Under assumptions (H1.2) and (H2), /f {(~n,i/~n,i) 2, n ~ 1, i <~ n} is 
uniformly integrable then the sequence (IV,, n >. 1) is tight in the uniform topology on D. 
(ii) I f  in addition condition (H4) holds, then (I41,, n >>. 1) converges weakly over D to 
a standard Brownian motion as n tends to infinity. 
Remark 4. The corollary is in fact McLeish's invariance principle for non-stationary 
mixingale (see McLeish (1977, Theorem 2.4)). (McLeish (1977) required the additional 
condition Max{a,.~; n ~> 1, i < n} ~0 as n ~ c~. But, this condition is unnecessary.) 
Two other stronger conditions than (H1.2) are considered by McLeish (1975, 
Theorem 2.5, p. 167; 1977, Remark 2.5) and are respectively 
0 m = O(n  1/2 log n (log log n) x + a)- 1 with d > 0 (2.3) 
and 
0~< go w i thp<2.  (2.4) 
m>0 
However, neither one of these conditions which are basic for the tightness of the 
sequence (I4I,, n ~> 1) can be easily expressed in terms of simple and applicable 
conditions on ARMA processes. Indeed, they depend heavily on the remainders of the 
series ~i~z Vi where each term Vj may itself be a sum of a series as shown in 
Example 2. 
Proposition 2 shows that condition (H1) is both much simpler and finer than 
McLeish's conditions (H1.2), (2.3) and (2.4). 
In most applications, the ~.,[s are of the form ~.,~ = 0t,,i~ where ~ is a LSP with 
innovations u~4 such that E(u~j U~*hj-h) = Vj, j_h. Therefore, we have 
/ 
E(u..i,j U..i+hj-h) = O~.,icZ.,i+h Vi, j h. (2.5) 
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If as in Example 1, ~.,i = n-1 /2cos(n  - i)co, n >>. 1, i ~< n, co e( - n,n) then for any 
integer h ~> 0, 
n-h  
lim ~ ~.,i ct.,i+n = (1/2) cos(hco). (2.6) 
i=1  
These conditions (2.5) and (2.6) lead to the following class of particular semi-station- 
ary sequences of linear processes. 
Definition 2. A triangular array (¢,,i; n >~ 1, i ~< n) of r.v. ~,,i equipped with a sequence 
of filtrations (~,, j ;  n ~> 1,j e 7/) as in (1.1) is said to be a quasi-stationary sequence of 
linear processes (QSLP) if it satisfies condition (1.2) and the following properties: 
(i) For any integers n, i , j  and h with n i> 1 and 1 ~< i ~< n, there are two reals ct,,~,~+ h 
and Vj, j -h such that 
E(un, i , j  Un, i+h , j -h )  : O~n,i,i+h Vj, j -h .  (QS1) 
(ii) For a0y integer h >~ 0 there is a real L(h) such that 
n-h  
lira ~ Ct,,i,i+h = L(h). (QS2) 
n~ i=1 
(iii) The sequence (L(h), h ~ 77) is bounded. (QS3) 
Remark 5. (i) A QSLP is a particular SSLP since (QS1) implies (1.3) where the ct.,i,i's 
' 2 (resp. by Vj). (resp. the Vj,j s) were simply denoted by ct.,i 
(ii) Property (QS2) with h = 0 implies condition (H2). Consequently, property 
(QS3) holds if the ~t.,i,i+h'S satisfy a condition like Ct.,i,i+h <~ I~.,i+hl I~.,i[ for any n, 
i and h (as it is the case in (2.5)). 
Proposition 3. Let  (~,,i, ~ "" 7/) be a ,,j, n >>, 1, i <~ n , j  ~ QSLP .  I f  condition (HI) holds, 
then for  any z, s and t such that 0 <~ z <~ s <<, t <<, 1 we have 
lim E ~, ~.,, = lim E ~ U. , , ( [nz] )  = 72(t -  s) (2.7) 
n~c~ i=[ns] n~ i=[ns] 
where U. , i ( [nz])  is defined in (2.2) and 
~2 = ~ L(h) y'  Vj, j_ h. (2.8) 
he~ je~ 
From relation (2.7) with 7 = 1 when renorming the (,,i's, condition (2.1) amounts to 
the following: 
U., i ( [nz])  -- E U. , i ( [nz])  ~ 0 as n ~ oo. (2.9) 
i = Ins] k i = [ns] 
According to Remark 3, condition (H4) is equivalent to (2.1). Consequently, express- 
ing (2.9) in terms of the innovations, we obtain the following invariance principle for 
QSLP. 
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Theorem 2. Let (~,~, ~., j ;  n >>. 1, i <~ n,j e 7/) be a QSLP. Under Assumptions (H1) and 
(H3),/f  V ¢ 0 and if for 0 <<. ~ < s < t <<. 1 
lim (p -q )  max ~ ~ EIA,(i,j, lhl)l =0 (H4.1) 
n~oo q <~ i <<. p j>r - i  h~Z 
where A,( i , j ,h)= E.,,(u.,i, j u.,i+h,j-h)--E(u.,i, jU.,i+h,j h) and where r - -  [nz], 
q = Ins] and p = [nt] then (W.,  n >>. 1) weakly converges over D to a Brownian motion 
with variance ;:2 defined by relation (2.8). 
3. Applications 
We now apply Theorem 2 to the two examples considered before. For the first 
example, we obtain the following result. 
Proposition 4. Let ~,.i = c%,i~i with ~.,i = n-t~2 cos(n - i)co, ~ e [ - n,n], ~i being 
defined by relation (1.5) and the m.d.s. {ej} satisfying condition (1.6). 
I f  {gf , j  ~ 7/} is uniformly integrable and if 
12jl < oc, (3.1) 
j~Z 
then ( W~, n >~ 1) weakly converges to a Brownian motion with variance 
7 2 = a2Eh~Z L(h) Ej~z }cj2j-h where L(h) = 1, ( - -  1) Ihl or (1/2) cos(coh) according as 
co ---O or co ~ { -- n,n} or co e(  -- rc, r O. 
The next proposition is an invariance principle for Example 2. 
Proposition 5. Let (.,i = n- l~2 ~ifor n >~ 1, i <~ n where the (i's are defined in Lemma 
1 with efs satisfying conditions (1.6) and (1.12). 
I f  there is some constant K2 such that for any integer j, 
Ej- l{(e~ - a2) 2} = K2a 4 a.s. (3.2) 
if {¢~,j e 7/} is uniformly integrable and if 
If l j[< oo and ~ 1%1< oo (3.3) 
j>~O j~>O 
then (W,, n >/1) converges weakly to a Brownian motion with variance y2 = ~h~ C~(h) 
where C¢ is the autocovariance function of the ~i process, i.e. for any h ~ 7/, 
C~(h) = ~g >~ o VJ, J+lhl with Vj,j+lh I being defined in Lemma 1. 
Corollary 2. Let zl be defined by (1.7) with the ej's satisfying conditions (1.6), (1.12) and 
(3.2). For any fixed integer z >~O, let ¢ . , i=n  -1/2 (i(z) jbr n >>.l, i ~ n where 
el(Z) = ziz i - ,  -- p(z) and #(z) = f f2E j  >~r tIJj-r tFJ • I f  {e~., j e 7/} is uniformly integrable 
and if Z j> ~ o ['P/I < oo then (Wn, n >~ 1) converges weakly to a Brownian motion with 
variance V z = ~h~z C¢(h) where C¢ is the autocovariance function of the ~i(r)'s. 
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Remark 6. If in Proposit ion 4, the ¢i's are taken to be a regular LSP and if e9 = 0 then 
we have a result quite analogous to invariance principles obtained by Phillips and 
Solo (1992) for the sample mean of the ~'s. For the sample covariance function of the 
~'s, these authors restrict themselves to the case where the ej's are i.i.d, whereas in 
Corol lary 2, a more general case is considered. 
4. Proofs 
Let us be given a SSLP (~.,~, o~.,j,." n >1 1, i <~ n,j ~ 7/) with innovations u.,~,j and for 
m m ~< n, let S.,r. = Y~= ~ (.,~. First we recall below an inequality due to McLeish (1975, 
Lemma 6.2). 
Lemma 2. For any p > 1 and any sequence {Q}j~ 1 of non-negative reals with the 
convention c~ -1 = 0 if cj = 0 and u.,i,j = O for n >~ 1, i <<. n, we have 
E max IS.,r.I p ~< {p/(p-- 1)} p Cj ~, c~-PE{IZ.41 ~} 
l <~m~n j~_  
n where Z.,j = •i=l u~,i,j. 
Since E(Z2,j) = y.~= 1 II u.,i,j II 22, hence from condition (1.3) and Lemma 2 with p = 2, 
we have 
E{ max S2,, .}<<.4v~(j~zQ)( j~zc 7 '  Vj). (4.0) 
From this inequality and Lemma 3, the next proposition is obvious. 
Proposition 6. I f  conditions (1.3) and (H 1) hold then 
E max S 2 /2 n,m <<. 4v, 
l <~ra<.n 
where 
Vn = O~n, i" 
i=1  
(4.1) 
Lemma 3. The two following statements are equivalent. 
(i) There is a sequence {cj}j~z of non-negative reals with the convention in Lemma 
2 such that Y.j~zcJ < ~ and Zi~z c f l  Vj < ~.  
(ii) The series Y.j~z VJ 1/2 is convergent. 
Proof. The sufficient condition is trivial since it suffices to choose cj = V 1/2. To prove 
- hU2 , , .1/2 the necessary condition, let b j=Q 1Vj. Hence ~j~z V1/2  =~~j~71v J  ~3 
(Ej~ b J ) l /2 (Z~ cJ) ~/~ < ~.  [] 
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Proof of Proposition 2. Let {cj } be any non-increasing sequence of positive reals such 
that cj = c_j. For anyj  >/0, let R ( - j )  = y'r" ~< _j Vr" and R+(j) = ~r">.jVm. 
Observe that 
c;  ~ Vj = coXR(O) + c~-'R+(1) + ~ (c] -~ -- c ] - J , )R ( - j )  
jeZ j= i 
+ ~ (cj-+11 - c / I )R+( j  + 1). 
j= l  
Therefore 
cj -1Vj  <<. Co~(O 2 + 0 2 ) + 2 ~ (c; 1 - cj-~a)O 2. 
jE~_ j= l  
According to McLeish (1977, Lemma 3.2) a sequence {c j} can be constructed recur- 
J -2 ) -1 /2  sively such that for j >~ 0, c i = (c7 x - c7_11)0 2 and Y,~z cj ~ Zj  = O(~m = 0 Or. 
Hence from assumption (H1.2), Y4~ cj < oo and Y~j~z c/1 Vj < oo. So the con- 
clusion follows from Lemma 3. [] 
Proposition 7. Under assumptions (H1), (H2) and (H3), 
max S.,r"/v., n >1 1 
l<~m<~n 
is uniformly integrable where v. is defined in (4.1). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that in McLeish (1977, Lemma 3.5) but unlike McLeish 
(1975, 1977), for any positive real c, we decompose ¢,,~ into three SSLP as follows: 
~n.i = Zn, i "~ Yn,i + Xn, i
where 
z../= y~ u.,,.j, y.. ,= y~ a..,.~, x . , ,=  y~ 'l..,.~ 
]jb>m [ j [  ~< m [ j [  ~< m 
with 
u..i,j = u..i.jI(lu.,i,j[ > cct..i) - E. . i+j- l [u. , i , j l ( lu. . , , j l  > c~.,i)], 
~/.,i,j = u. , i j I ( lu . , i j I  <<. ce.,i) - E., i+j-a[u., i , j l ( lu., i , j l  <<. c~t.,/)], 
where I(A) is the characteristic function of a measurable set A. Let 
S..r" = Z.,m + Y.,m + X.,m with Z.,r" (resp. by Y.,r"; X.,r") be defined as S..m when 
replacing ~.,~ by z.,, (resp. by y.,~; x.,i). 
Then for any 6 > 0 
go{ max S 2 } { ( ) ( )+g0/9(  max xZr")} .,m ~<9E max Z 2 +E max y2 n,m n,m 
1 <~ra<~n 1 <~ra<~n 1 <~m<~n \1  <~m<~n 
where for any random variable U >1 0, g0(U) = E(U I (U  > 6)). 
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From relation (4.0), we have 
E max Z.,m <<. 4v. Vy  2 (4.2) 
l <~m<~n IJ m 
E{ max YZ } <" 8(2m + <~m<~n n,m (4.3, 
where g (c) = sup (¢:(t7..i.i/c~,,i) 2, n >1 1, i <~ n, j e 77}. 
According to both assumptions (HI) and (H3), given a positive constant e, we may 
choose an integer m ~> mo and a real c >~ Co such that the right-hand sides in both (4.2) 
and (4.3) are bounded by e. The proof ends as in McLeish (1977, Lemma 3.5). [] 
Remark 7. The same proof is valid for the uniform integrability of 
{ max (Sn'm+k-Sn'm)2/v k 'n>l l  <~m<<m+k<~n .... 
~m+k 2 where v .... k = Li=m e.,i" It suffices to replace S.,m by S.,m+k -- S.,m and v. by v .... k. 
Lemma 4. Let n, p, q and r be any integers with 1 <<, q ~ p <<, n. Let U,.i(r) = ~.,i 
- E,(~.,i) where E,,, is denoted here simply by Er. Then we have 
Er n,i = Er(~n,i + E r Un, i(r a.s., 
i i i 
E ~..i = E E.(~.,, + E U.,,(r , 
i=q i i 
e Er(~n,i) ~ Vn E E V: :2 |/-1/2 -- j - lhl  , 
i= phl<~p-q j<~r-q 
e u..,(r) ". Z Z " j  - - j  lhl, 
i Ihl<~q j>r -q  
where v, is defined in (4.1). 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Proof. Only relations (4.6) and (4.7) need to be proved since (4.4) and (4.5) are 
immediate. From the following obvious equalities 
Er (~n, i )=  E Un, i,j, Un, i ( r )=  E Un, i,J and E(Un, l, j Un ,k , l )=O 
j<~r-i j>r - i  
if i + j # k + l, it follows that 
E Er(~n,i) = ~, • Z E(U,.i.jU.,,+Ihi,Y-lhP)" (4.8) 
i= Ihl<~p- q i=q j<~r-i 
But from assumption (1.3), E[ u,.i.j u.,i+h.j-hl ~ I~n,i(Xn,i+hl 12"1/2 1/1/2 - j  , j -hhence 
E E,(~,.i) <~ ~ I~,,i~.,i+lhll v11~w:li2 " j ~j-dhl" 
i= Ih[ <~p-q ", i=q / j~r -q  
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Therefore, relation (4.6) immediately follows. Relation (4.7) is established in a similar 
way. [] 
Lemma 5. Under 
Lemma 4, 
assumptions (H1) and (H2) and with the 
p 
ifr<<.q then i~=qE'(~"'i) 2~0 as (q - r )~oo,  
if p ~ r then max ; l ~¢l <~ p <~ n --*0 
i 
same notations as in 
(4.9) 
as (r -- p) --* oo. (4.10) 
Proof. From assumption (H1), we have 
Z Z vyZv) / -2< o0. (4.11) 
Then relation (4.9) follows immediately from (4.6) and (4.11). For part (4.10), observe 
from (4.7) that we have 
max • 1 <~ q <~ p <~ n <<, v, ~ ~ V 1/2 I/112 
, r j - lh  I • 
i Ih l<~pj>r -p  
Therefore, relation (4.10) follows from (4.11). [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. The idea of the proof is similar to that in McLeish (1977, 
Theorem 2.4). Under conditions (HI), (H2) and (H3), it follows from Proposition 7and 
Remark 7 that the sequence 
{ max (Sn'm+k-sn'm)2/v k'n>/1 <~m<m+k<~n . . . .  
is uniformly integrable. 
Then, from this property and condition (H2), the tightness of (W.,n >>, 1) in the 
uniform topology in D is deduced from McLeish (1977, Lemma 3.6). Hence, part (i) is 
proved. 
Part (ii) is established by proving that the sequence (W,, n ~> 1) satisfies the condi- 
tions (l°a), (2 °) and (3°a) in Billingsley (1968, p. 158) that give the asymptotic 
characterization of a Brownian motion as a particular diffusion process. Conditions 
(2 °) and (3°a) are immediately satisfied (see McLeish, 1975, p. 175) since the sequence 
{ max (s"'m+k-s"'m)2/v ....
is uniformly integrable. 
Only condition (l°a) needs to be shown since its proof differs from McLeish (1975, 
1977). Billingsley's condition (l°a) is established if we show like McLeish (1977) that 
for m = 1,2, for 0 ~< tl < ".. < tk < tk+l ~ 1 and for k arbitrary reals a~ .... .  a k 
E{exp(iY.(tk-1)A.,m(tk)} ---~0 as n~ ~ (4.12) 
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where Y.(tk-1)  = ~=la jW. ( t j ) ,  r = [ntk-1] and A,,m(tk) = {W.( tk+l ) -  
W.(tk)}" -- (m -- 1)(tk+ 1 -- tk). 
Since for m = 1,2 the {A.,m(tk), n >>. 1} is uniformly integrable, the main idea of the 
proof  is to show the convergence in probabi l i ty to zero of the quantities in the 
brackets in relation (4.12). But 
E[A.,m(tk)exp{ i Y . ( tk-  x) } ] = E[{exp(iY.  (tk- 1) -- exp(iY, (tk- 1)} d..,.(tk) ] 
+ E [A,,., (tk) exp (i 17r (tk-1) } ] 
since E [A.,., (tk) exp {i I7r (tk - 1 ) } ] = E [~., m (tk) exp (i ITr (tk - 1 ) ], where for a r .v .X,  we 
simply denote En,,(X.  ) by )~,. 
Then to prove (4.12), it suffices to show for rn = 1,2 that as n --* a~ 
II Yn(tk-1) -- 17,(tk- 1)ll 2 ---} O, (4.13) 
II Z,,m(t~)I1~ --, 0. (4 .14)  
Since Y,(tk-1)  -- Yr(tk-1) ) = Z]=I aj{ W,(t j )  - lg',(tj)} with d = [ntk- 2], hence from 
(4.10) with p = d, max{ [I W,(t j)  - l~,(tj)112, 1 <<,j <~ k - 2} ~ 0 as n ---} ~.  Therefore, 
(4.13) is proved. 
On the other hand, from (4.9) with p = [ntk+l] and q = [ntk] + 1, II ~,,~(tk)ll 2 --,0 
as n ~ ~ and from assumption (H4), II Z~r, 2(tk) I [  2 --* 0 as ;I --* o(3. This completes the 
proof. []  
Proof  of Proposition 3. Let 0 ~< z ~< s ~< t ~< 1 and let r = [nz], q = [ns] and p = [nt]. 
From relation (4.8) and assumption (QS1), we obtain 
e = Y Z Z 
i Ihl<~p-q i=q jel_ 
Furthermore,  for any given positive integer m, proceeding as for (4.6) we obtain 
p-lhl 
Z Z ~ IO~n,i,i+lhl gJ,j-lhl[ ~ M ~ Z V)/2 vjl/-~hl (4.15) 
Ihl>ra i=q jeZ Ihl>m jEZ 
where M = sup{v., n i> 1} and v. is defined in (4.1). 
It follows then from (4.11) that for any given e > 0, we can choose m such that the 
r ight-hand side of (4.15) is less than e. 
On the other hand, from (QS2) we have as n ~ 
p-lhl 
E E E a.,,,,+lh, Vi, i ,n l~( t - s )  E L(h)E  Vi, i-,h," 
Ihl<~m i=q jeZ Ihl <~ m j~Z 
From both property (QS3) and relation (4.11), we have as m ~ oo 
L(h) E Vi, j_lnl __.72. (4.16) 
Ihl ~< m j~Z 
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Furthermore from both relations (4.5) and (4.9), as n ~ oo we have 
E ( i~= q ~n,i ) 2 - E { i~=q Un,i(r) } 2 -+0, 
which completes the proof. []  
Proposition 8. If properties (QS1), (QS2) and (H4.1) are satisfied, then condition (H4) 
holds. 
Proof. Let 0 ~< z < s < t ~< 1 and r = [nz], q = Ins] and p = [nt]. Observe that 
En,r ( i~=q ~n,i) 2 -- '2 (t -- s) = En, r {i~__q Un, i(r) } 2 -- E { i~=q Un, i(r) } 2 
+ E{i~=qUn.i(r)}2 - '2 ( t -  s) + {i~=qE,,r(~n.i)} 2" 
Therefore from Lemma 5 and Proposit ion 3, condition (H4) holds, if 
E E~,, U,.i(r - U~.i(r ~0 as n-4 ~ . 
i i 
(4.17) 
It suffices then to show that property (H4.1) implies (4.17). Since E.,,(U.,i,~U.,k,~) = 0 
a.s if min(i + j ,  k + 1) > r and i + j  # k + 1, hence E.,,{U.,i(r)U.,i+h(r)} = 
~j>.-iE.,~(u.,i,~u.,i+h,j-h). 
Then 
P-lhl 
EIA(n,p,q,r)l <<. ~ ~ ~ EIA.(i,j,h)l 
Ihl<~p-q i=q j>r - i  
~<(p-q)  max t ~ ~ EIA,(i,j,h)ll 
q<~i~p L lh l<~p-q j>r - i  ) 
where A (n, p, q, r) P =/~n,r{ )~,=q U~,, (r)} 2 -- E{y,~=qU~,i(r)} 2 and 
= E.,.(u.,~,j U.,i+h,j-h) -- E(u.,~,j U.,~+h,~-h). This completes the proof. 
A,(i,j, h) 
[] 
Theorem 2 is now a consequence of Theorem 1 and Proposit ions 3 and 8. 
Proof of Lemma 1. (i) For  any integers i and j  wi th j  >/O, we decompose zi and Yi as 
follows: zi = (i + Ei-j(zi) and Yi = t/i + Ei- j(yl).  Then Ei_j(z~yi) = Ei-~((i t/i) 
+ Ei-j(zl)Ei-j(yl) with Ei-i((irh) a2 ~-1 = ~,=o/~ ~, a.s. if j >/ 1 and Ei-j(~i t/i) = 0 
otherwise. F rom the definition u~.j = E~_j(~) -- Ei-~-1 (~i), hence 
ui, j = Ei-j(zi Yi) - Ei-j- 1 (zi Yi) 
=/~j(a i - jE i -~(z i )  - ~r 2 %) + ~ja i -~E i - j -  I(YA. 
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But E i - j ( z i )=  ~jei-  j a t- Ei_j_l(zi),  hence relation (1.9) holds. From this relation, 
(1.10) is immediately deduced. A simple calculation leads to relation (1.11). 
(ii) Since for any i, (u~j, ~_ j ; j  >~ 0) is a m.d.s., E(u i j  Uk, d = 0 i f / - - j  ~ k - l. From 
(1.10), we obtain 
E(ui, j  Ui_h,j+h ) : t~j, 0 ~j+h, oE{( ,~L j _ 0-2)2} .qt_ 0 -4. E ~J,r~j+h. r
r>~l 
"[- E E{13LJl3i-j-r)('~J,O~j+h,r at- "~J,r~j+h,O)" 
r>~ l
Then relations (1.13) and (1.14) follow from assumptions (1.8) and (1.12). [] 
The next lemma is needed for the proof of Propositions 4 and 5. 
Lemma 6. For any n >>, 1, i <<, n let (.. i  = ~jez l~ i , j  Un, i,j and (u. , i j ,  ~, . i+ j ;  n >~ 1, i ~< n, 
j ~ 7/) be a triangular array of  martingale differences relative to a sequence of  f i l trations 
(~,,j; n >~ 1, j ~ Z)  satisfying (1.1). 
Assume that 
(1) sup {[2i,jl, i ~> 0,j~7/} < 
,l?. vj)  : o. (2) sup/ /> 0 lim sup , .~  {Zljl ~< m ,,J
I f  conditions (1.3) and (H2) hold and if  {(u. , i j /~. , i )  2, n >1 1, i <~ n, j ~ 7/} is uniformly 
integrable then so is {(~.,i/ct.,i) 2, n >1 1, i <~ n}. 
Proof. The arguments are similar to those used in Proposition 7. Indeed, let 
~n,i : Zn, i "~- Yn,i -[- Xn.i with z.,i = ~lJl>m u~,i,j, Y",~ = ~lJl <~ m u',~,J and 
x.,i = ~lJl ~<m tT.,i,j, where for a fixed positive constant c, 
~ln, i,j = u.,i,dI(lu~,ij[ > c[ct.,il) - En, i+ j -  l {U.,i, yI(lu~,i, jl > c[o~,i]) }, 
an, i,j = Un,i,jl(lUn, i,j[ ~ ela,,i]) - -  En, i+ j -  l {Un, i,jl(lUn, i,j I ~ Cl~n,,I) }. 
Hence 
JIz.,irl 2 ~', ~'~i u 2 ~ 2 = [I .,,,roll2 ~<(., , )  ~ (2~,j) 2 vj 
]jl>m Ijl>rn 
Ily.,ell~ ~< 2(2m + 1)(~,,~)=g(c) 
and for 6 >0,  ~/3{(x. ,~/g~, i )  2} =0 as 6/3 >4(2m + 1)2c z where g(c )= sup{~c: 
(u. , i j /~,,z)  2, n >~ 1, i <<, n , j  67/} and for any r.v.X, ~(X)  = E{XI (X  > 6)}. 
Hence the proof is achieved as in Proposition 7. [] 
Proof of Proposition 4. Let u.,i j  be the innovation of ~.,i at time i+ j .  Since 
(n,i = Ctn, i (i with ~n,i = n- l /2  cos (n  - i)~o then E(Un, i,jUn,k,i) = 6 2 ~n,iO~n,i+h,~j~j- h if 
k - i = j  - l = h and E(u., i , j  U.,k,l) = 0 otherwise. 
Then it is immediate that conditions (QS1), (QS2) and (QS3) bold. From condition 
(3.1), assumption (H1) is obviously satisfied. Then from Proposition 3, we have 
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y2 = 0-2 ~h~Z L(h)y~ 2~2~-ih I with the L(h)'s being defined in Proposit ion 4. From 
e2 • Z}, it follows that {(2~e~+j)2; Lemma 6 and the uniform integrability of { j ,  j 
i,j 6 7/} is also uniformly integrable. So condition (H3) holds since u,, ~.~/~.,i = 2j e~ + ~. 
Furthermore, condition (H4.1) immediately holds since 
E,(u.,i.i U.,k,~) = E(u.,i,~ U.,k,t) a.s. if min(i + j ,  k + l) > r. Hence from Theorem 2 the 
proof is complete. []  
Proof of Proposition 5. Let the 2j,~'s be defined as in Lemma 1. It follows from 
assumption (3.3) on qJ~ and fir that 
~ 12~,l[ < oo. (4.18) 
j~>O/~>O 
From both relations (4.18) and (1.13) when taking h = 0 and V~ = Fj,j in the last 
relation, assumption (HI) is satisfied. 
Since u., i , J~.,i  = ui,j where from Lemma 1, u~,j =Y~z~>o2~.~e~,~,~ with
ei,j,~ = e~_ je~- j - t -  a26z, o where 6~,o is Kronecker's symbol, then property (H3) 
follows from relation (4.18), Lemma 6 and the uniform integrability of {e 4, j ~ 7/}. 
From Lemma 1, the quasi-stationarity conditions are immediately satisfied and 
7 2 = Y~h~z C~(h) = Y~j>~o Y~h~ FJ,~+lhl" SO it only remains to verify condition (H4.1). 
For this, let 0 ~< z < s < t ~< 1 and r = [nz], q = [ns], p = [nt] and decompose the 
innovations u~,j of the ~g process under the form u~.j = rh,j(r) + Er(u~,j) where for 
i - j  > r, qi.j(r) = Ya<i- j - ,  2j, tei.j.~ is the r-truncation of ui,~ with the corresponding 
remainder Er(Ui, j) = g.i- jRi, j(r) where Ri, j(r ) = fljEr(zi) -4- trfljE,(Yi) = ~ l  >>. i - j  r 
2j, lei - j - l .  Let A,(i , j ,h)= E,(ui,jUi+h,j-h)-- E(ui.jUi+h,j-h). Then A,( i , j ,h)= 
3 Y.k=~ 6k(r,i,j,h) where for k = 1,2 and 3, 6k(r,i,j,h) = E,{Zk(r,i, j ,h)} -
E { Zk (r, i,j, h) } with 
Z 1 (r, i,j, h) = ?~i,j(r)~i+h,j+h(r), 
Zz (r, i,j, h) = a 2 Ri,j(r)Ri+h,j+h(r), 
Z3(r, i , j ,h ) = Ri, j(r) Er {13i_ jtIi+h,j+h(r) } q- Ri+h,j+h(r)Er {si-  ffli, j(r) }. 
Let A(r ,q,p)= Elhl<.p_qmax~<.i<.pY~j<,_iElA,(i,j, lhl)l then A(r,q,p) <~ E3=~Ak 
(r,q, p) where for k = 1, 2, 3 Ak(r, q,p) = Y~lhl <. p-q max¢ .<i.< p~<,_~Elfi~(r, i,j, Ih[)l. 
Since u,, ~. ~ = n- ~/2 u~, ~, condition (H4.1) is established if we show that for k = 1, 2, 3 
Ak(r ,q,p)~O as n~ ~.  
From assumption (3.2), fi~ (r, i,j, [ h l) = 0 a.s., so A ~ (r, q, p) = 0 a.s. A simple calcu- 
lation shows that 
gz(r, i , j ,h)=0-2 1 ~ ~'~ ~-j, 12j+h,ml?'i j- I ' l l  j m 
l>~i- j - rm>~i- j - r  
-- ff2 E 2J'12j+h'l t 
l>~i-j-r ) 
hence 
A2(r ,q ,p)  <~ 20 -4 E E IJ'J,'-J I E [J'j+lht.m-j+l"l[ • 
j=O l>~q-r / ",[hl<~p-q m>~q-r 
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Therefore it follows from (3.3) that as n--* oo A2(r,q,p)--.O. It can be assumed 
without loss of generality that Za(r, i,j, h) = R~+h,j+~(r)E,{ei-i~h,j(r)}. From HiSlder's 
inequality and assumptions (1.6) and (3.2), we have for any integers i and j  with i > r 
3 {E(e~); 27} (K 2 1)a 4 where for m >0,  EleiE,(e~)l <~ 11~i114 Ilej 114/3 ~< sup j ~ = - 
II~jll~ = E(l~jlm). Then it is immediate that A3(r,q,p) <<. (K2 - 1)a 4 
(Ej<q_,El<.p_,lRj, l_jl)(Elhl<.p_oEm>~q_rlRJ+lnl,m_j+lhll ). Hence from (3.3), 
A 3 (r, q, p) ~ 0 as n --* o0. So the proof is achieved. []  
Corol lary 2 is deduced from Proposit ion 5 when replacing flj by Tj(z) with 
~uj(z) = 7Jj_~ i f j  ~> z and ~j(z) = 0 otherwise. 
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